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The Historical Romance
2003-09-02

the historical romance explores the ways in which romance authors seek to represent our
fantasies of life in the past examining how the cut and thrust swashbucklers of the 1930s gave
way to female orientated romances helen hughes takes a comprehensive look at how romance
authors have dealt with the turbulent question of female independence and how traditional
attitudes towards love marriage and women s sexuality have been approached in more recent
texts hughes also charts the ways in which the marketing of romance has developed with the
eventual explosion of the mass market and the blockbusting family sagas of the eighties the
historical romance unravels the formulaic and mythical nature of historical romance to provide
a fascinating study of this highly popular genre

Historical Romance – The Best Of The Year
2015-01-01

twelve lords and ladies find the course of true love is definitely not smooth in these twelve
really exciting historical romances

A Lady's Choice: A Clean & Sweet Regency Historical Romance
Book
2018-10-21



she has to marry at all costs before the season is over he has to ensure a wife for himself in
order not to lose everything he is about to inherit when they meet their lives will never be
the same again emma wentworth has a task to complete she has to marry before her father the
duke of corning passes away so that her family will prosper under the direction of her future
husband nigel baldwin the duke of lox has also been presented with a task this is the last
season he has in order to marry and receive his rightful inheritance before it

The Heartbreaker: A Rouge Historical Romance
2015-01-28

a sweeping western historical romance from nicole jordan the new york times bestselling author
a convenient bride burdened by family debts heather ashford has no choice but to accept the
proposal of the ruggedly handsome cattle baron sloan mccord but she will not give up on her
dreams of romance and an irresistible groom however tormented by a deep sorrow sloan keeps his
heart well guarded and has vowed never to love again although his infant daughter needs a
mother he doesn t want or need a wife does his fierce bride of convenience have the strength
to heal his broken heart before he breaks hers rouge romance the best historical romance
novels perfect for fans of georgette heyer

Only Ever You
2016-10-06

winner of rna historical romance novel of the year this is the story of three women and one
charismatic man a glamorous historical romance perfect for fans of maeve binchy it is 1950s
new york the time of dance halls swing bands and the beginning of rock and roll in the emerald



ava brogan dances the night away knowing that she will never be pretty like the other irish
girls there wishing her mother wouldn t keep plotting to find her a husband here too sheila
klein holocaust orphan dreams of finding a star and making her name in the music industry
tough and cynical she has never let her heart be broken by any man enter patrick murphy with a
sublime voice a hit song in his back pocket and charisma to burn ava and sheila s worlds are
about to be turned upside down they do not know that patrick s first great love from ireland
is on her way to new york determined to find and get her man at all costs beautiful rose is
used to getting what she wants in life and that s not about to change any time soon what
people are saying about only ever you kate kerrigan has exactly captured the emotion and
consuming passion of first love truly lovely i absolutely loved this book it is pure romance
this was my first introduction to kate kerrigan but before i even picked up the book i knew i
d been missing out a classic love story with a musical twist originally published as it was
only ever you

Historical Romance Collection: June 2017 Books 1 - 4
2017-06

take a step in time with four historical romances

Frederick the Great and His Court
1866

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character
recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there
are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of



these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there
may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available
for future generations to enjoy

The Siege of Florence: an Historical Romance
1840

from usa today international bestselling author grace callaway a passionate night at a
masquerade uncovers their deepest desires but will the light of day destroy their perfect
fantasy find out in this sensual and heart melting twist on beauty and the beast winner of the
maggie award for excellence winner of the njrw golden leaf national reader s choice award
finalist carolyn reader s choice award finalist you get all the feels in all the right places
when reading a grace callaway book the love affair between wick and bea is beautiful and
scorching angela goodreads a lady looking for sin once london s reigning debutante lady
beatrice wodehouse is poised for a life of happiness when an accident shatters her dreams
renamed lady beastly by vicious gossips she flees loss and betrayal escaping to the
countryside there she finds solace in anonymity and discovers new purpose turning her estate
into a haven for society s outcasts yet a shard of her old dream remains she yearns for a
taste of forbidden passion a gentleman in search of redemption once london s most feckless
rake wickham murray has fought to redeem his honor and prove that he is more than a shallow
adonis now a railway industrialist he s as renowned for his prowess in the boardroom as in the
bedchamber his latest venture will be the greatest success of his career the only obstacle is
a stubborn country spinster who refuses to sell him her land on his way to negotiate with her
he stops at a masquerade where an encounter with a masked lady changes everything he thought
he knew about desire their timeless tale negotiations go from heated to scorching as bea and
wick discover that they are not only opponents in business but lovers bonded by a night of



ecstasy that neither can forget as they wrestle with all consuming passion and blossoming love
they must also contend with deadly attacks from a mysterious foe in order to survive they will
have to unravel dark secrets and trust the truth of their own hearts grace s books feature hot
historical romance fun and feel good happily ever afters and exciting mystery and adventure
her books are standalones which can also be enjoyed as part of her interconnected series set
in the same universe game of dukes hot victorian romance 1 the duke identity harry tessa 2
enter the duke ransom maggie 3 regarding the duke garrity gabby 4 the duke redemption wickham
beatrice 5 the return of the duke severin fancy 6 steamy winter wishes a hot historical
romance short story lady charlotte s society of angels hot victorian romance 1 olivia and the
masked duke livy ben 2 pippa and the prince of secrets pippa cullen 3 fiona and the enigmatic
earl fiona thomas 4 glory and the master of shadows glory wei 5 charlotte and the seductive
spymaster preorder available heart of enquiry the kents hot regency romance prequel novella
the widow vanishes will annabel 1 the duke who knew too much alaric emma 2 m is for marquess
gabriel thea 3 the lady who came in from the cold marcus penny 4 the viscount always knocks
twice richard violet 5 never say never to an earl sinjin polly 6 the gentleman who loved me
andrew primrose mayhem in mayfair hot regency romance 1 her husband s harlot helena nicholas 2
her wanton wager percy gavin 3 her protector s pleasure marianne ambrose 4 her prodigal
passion charity paul

Frederick the Great and His Court. an Historical Romance
2012-08

he wasn t supposed to fall in love with her the marquess of overlea s plan was perfect marry
the desperate louisa evans saving her and her siblings from ruin and produce an heir but when
he proposes nicholas doesn t tell her the real reason they must wed so quickly they are
married when louisa learns the marquess doesn t intend to father his future heir himself drawn



to her new husband in a way she never expected louisa has no intention of agreeing to his
scandalous proposition instead she shows him that what is developing between them goes far
beyond a typical marriage of convenience nicholas never imagined he would fall in love with
louisa despite the distance he tries to put between them one thing soon becomes clear he will
never allow another man to touch her even if it dooms his family s future loving the marquess
a regency historical romance and is book 1 in the landing a lord series it contains the themes
of marriage of convenience enemies to lovers star crossed lovers wounded hero 314 print pages

The Duke Redemption (Hot Historical Romance and Mystery)
2019-12-26

the gambling hells of regency london are full of vices but for some men the greatest gamble of
all is finding love london 1822 max arrington the duke of pelham vows to never again let a
handsome face blind him to a man s true intentions but ten months of celibacy and lonely
nights drive him to a decadent brothel where a beautiful young man arouses his illicit
passions as never before tristan walsh has grown tired of being used for men s pleasure but
his latest client is different commanding yet generous max makes him feel cared for as well as
wanted yet tristan knows he ll never have the choice to leave the brothel and submit only to
max so when max invites him to be his guest at his country estate tristan eagerly agrees to
his terms days to do as he pleases while max tends to the dukedom and nights spent together in
wicked play but when the business arrangement begins to deepen into something more tristan
must face the fact that he has no true place in max s life or in max s guarded heart gambling
on love book 1 all in with the duke book 2 sharp love book 3 viscount s wager



Loving the Marquess (Historical Romance)
2013-01-15

a search for a duchess despite his scandalous secret oliver duke of theakstone needs a duchess
but who will accept his secret illegitimate child he invites several eligible ladies to his
estate to assess their suitability including infuriating beauty miss sofia underwood oliver is
a master of cool practicality so he s hopeful when he sees the connection between sofia and
his daughter what scares him is there s nothing cool or practical about his attraction to
sofia the marquess tames his bride is a delightful story about true love passion and mystery
goodreads on the marquess tames his bride the author shows talent all the way through and her
writing is magnificent goodreads on the marquess tames his bride

All In with the Duke
2013-11-11

prepared to be swept away by this classic regency romance by beloved historical romance author
anne gracie cinderella s knight in shining armour the earl miss thalia robinson a destitute
orphan is indebted to her cousin who has employed her as governess to her three adorable
children but tallie s quiet life in the confines of the schoolroom is shattered by the arrival
of a house party to aid magnus earl of d arenville to find a wife magnus s usually cold façade
is pierced by one of tallie s delightful little charges and when he locks eyes with the
governess he s struck by the strength of their connection but when whisking tallie into his
world breaks all of society s rules are they prepared for the consequences previously
published



A Duke in Need of a Wife
2019-02-01

a man accustomed to hiding secrets a woman with a lost past love that cannot be denied a man
accustomed to hiding secrets his dark silver eyes are haunted and for good reason logan
lipinstein lost his wife years ago in the war and has been a living shell of a man ever since
attempting to atone for past sins until one fateful day when she walks past him carrying a
basket of bread a woman with a lost past sienna ponstance lives in the comfort of her
grandmother s estate having long ago put herself on the shelf as a spinster she has her
charcoals the village that she loves and peaceful days even if something has always been
missing from her life until the day her tranquility is shattered when a strange man accosts
her as she is walking home from the village love reunited his wife dead for ten years walked
along the path in front of logan scarcely believing his eyes he approaches her and is quickly
rewarded with a rebuff that includes the point of a knife sienna has no memory of him thinking
him only a ruffian now he just has to convince her that he actually is her husband and that
their boundless love can conquer anything including a past that threatens them at every turn
join the adventure today you ll love the devil in the duke the sixth in the revelry s tempest
series and a can t miss enthralling historical regency era romance by usa today bestselling
author k j jackson note the books in the revelry s tempest series by k j jackson are each
stand alone stories and can be read individually in any order these action packed historical
romances are set in the regency and victorian eras and do not shy away from scenes with steamy
heat occasional naughty language and moments that might possibly make you squirm



Tallie's Knight
2024-05-27

this historical romance novel is set during the reign of king henry ii of england and is
centered around the legend of fair rosamond the book follows the story of rosamond clifford
the mistress of king henry ii and her relationship with the king and his queen eleanor of
aquitaine the book combines historical fiction with a love story and explores the themes of
power jealousy and betrayal this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

The Devil in the Duke
2018-09-24

excerpt from napoleon s love story a historical romance warsaw was awaiting the long desired
guest and welcomed him heartily as a foreboding of the new year as a presage of brighter times
as an augury of the fulfilment of overgrown hope about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing



imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Fair Rosamond, Or, The Days of King Henry II
2023-07-18

excerpt from the golden book of venice a historical romance of the 16th century venice with
her life and glory but a memory is still the citta nobilissima a city of moods a11 beautiful
to the beauty lover all mystic to the dreamer between the wonderful blue of the water and the
sky she floats like a mirage visionary unreal and under the spell of her fascination we are not
critics but lovers we see the pathos not the scars of her desolation and the splendor of her
past is too much a part of her to be forgotten though the gold is dim upon her palace fronts
and the sheen of her precious marbles has lost its bloom and the colors of the laughing
giorgione have faded like his smile about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works



Napoleon's Love Story
2017-02-17

a set of historical romance excerpts

The Golden Book of Venice
2017-12-24

one ruined castle two lonely souls a chance for love with little more than a ruined castle in
wales and a title to his name socially awkward rhys morgan is finding it hard to secure
himself a wife when he unexpectedly inherits an english estate rhys hopes that all his
problems might finally be solved but not only is kington house a rundown disaster he is
shocked to discover it is being managed by a woman wister york has been stuck at kington house
for three years with no money and no prospects her greatest fear is that when the mysterious
lord carno arrives he will throw her out but rhys is nothing like what she had been expecting
the shaggy welsh baron sets her pulse racing and stirs within her deep desires rhys in turn is
fascinated by the dark haired temptress feisty and clever wister is like no woman he has ever
met when she is near him he can barely think straight passion and steamy temptation soon burn
between these two lonely souls in the snowy ruins of carno castle rhys and wister will have to
overcome their pasts in order to secure a chance for love sasha cottman writes regency romance
with heroes to die for and heroines who are strong and courageous



The Girl who Loved Historical Romance
2010-06-27

the second novel in the sensational bow street series from new york times bestselling
historical romance author lisa kleypas perfect for fans of sarah maclean julia quinn and
eloisa james lisa kleypas is the best sarah maclean can lady sophie seduce the most eligible
man in london lady sophia sydney would do anything to ensnare the unattainable sir ross cannon
her goal is to ruin his reputation and cause a scandal that would be the talk of all london so
she charms her way into his life by gaining his trust and living in his house every morning
her lush presence tempts him beyond all reason and every night she promises with her eyes and
her body that the hours before dawn could be spent in unbridled passion instead of restless
sleep if only he d let her share his bed she knows he is falling more in love with her each
day but she never counted on falling in love with him and she never dreamed he might very
respectably ask for her hand in marriage kleypas can make you laugh and cry on the same page
julia quinn bow street runners series someone to watch over me lady sophia s lover worth any
price praise for lisa kleypas intricately and elegantly crafted intensely romantic a not to be
missed romance author kirkus reviews is it possible to give a book 6 stars this story has all
of the forbidden romance witty banter and sigh inducing declarations of love that you deserve
that s normal kleypas is an amazing writer in my opinion she might be the most technically
skilled historical romance author out there smart bitches trashy books unforgettable
beautifully etched characters a flawless sense of pacing and a perfectly executed plot imbued
with an abundance of desire and danger booklist witty often hilarious and delightfully
passionate this compelling thrill laced victorian romance is another superb series entry
library journal starred review readers are introduced to the unforgettable characters and
their original personalities through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and
steamy sensuality rt book reviews top pick reading kleypas long awaited return to historical



is akin to walking into the arms of an old friend heroes and heartbreakers

Wedded to the Welsh Baron
2012-08-02

escape into the past with a classic anne gracie regency romance is this sunshine miss the key
to the brooding gentleman s redemption when kate farleigh refuses lady cahill s offer of
charity she doesn t expect the older woman to resort to drastic measures and kidnap her the
real reason why kate has been brought to lady cahill s home becomes clear when she meets her
enigmatic grandson jack carstairs wounded in war and haunted by his past jack has shut himself
away in the country estate the arrival of spirited kate gives him new purpose trying to avoid
her infuriating attempts to end his self imposed exile but if he isn t careful kate might just
succeed in tempting him to rejoin society with her previously published

Lady Sophia's Lover
2024-05-27

a past she needs to right a bargain he has to make an attraction neither can deny a wary widow
no stranger to love lady desmond is well versed in the heartache that can accompany it burned
by her traitorous heart again and again cass has determined her life will include only what
she can control and has made her work as the proud proprietress of the revelry s tempest
gaming hall her sole mission a reluctant viscount inheriting an english title was not
something american rorrick trowlson wanted in life nor was the mess that came with the title
his brother s mess a mess he now has to clean up but to do so he needs a tract of land his
brother flippantly lost in a stupid bet at the revelry s tempest a past that needs to be



righted after mistaking her for a madam of a brothel cass wants nothing to do with the brash
american until she realizes he may be just the key to righting her deepest regret she strikes
a bargain with rorrick take her to america and she will sign the land back to him as the spark
between them quickly turns into a flame cass resists as she had sworn long ago to never be
careless with her heart again once twice she had been a fool but three times would be the
death of her but can a brazen american with a new title batter down the stalwart defenses of a
widowed countess join the adventure today you ll love of risk redemption the fourth in the
revelry s tempest series and a can t miss enthralling historical regency era romance by usa
today bestselling author k j jackson note the books in the revelry s tempest series by k j
jackson are each stand alone stories and can be read individually in any order these action
packed historical romances are set in the regency and victorian eras and do not shy away from
scenes with steamy heat occasional naughty language and moments that might possibly make you
squirm

Gallant Waif
2018-03-12

from award winning australian author cassandra dean comes the third book in her delicious
regency romance series lost lords where a scheming lady and a defiant lord find that false
courtship can lead to so much more the man she doesn t know she wants a queen of the ton lady
seraphina waller mitchell maintains her rule with a clever mind and a cutting tongue a long
held rivalry leads her to attempt a seduction but when the severely handsome lord proves
difficult to beguile sera is forced to look beneath the surface and finds a man who speaks to
her soul the woman he doesn t know he needs lord stephen farlisle has no time for society
followed by tragedy he spends his privilege in helping those less fortunate prowling society s
ballrooms to charm funds from deep pockets when a striking beauty seeks a dalliance stephen



dismisses her as a shallow flirt but when the two find themselves pretending courtship to win
a wager stephen is fascinated by glimpses of the vulnerable woman beneath the mask destroying
preconceptions and prejudices and threatening to steal his heavily guarded heart stealing lord
stephen is the third captivating regency romance in the lost lords series perfect for fans of
eloisa james christi caldwell and julia quinn with swoon worthy heroes strong heroines and a
happily ever after you ll love this enchanting series from award winning author cassandra dean

Of Risk & Redemption
2022-04-21

this book traces the tradition of american historical fiction from its origins in the early
nineteenth century to the eve of world war ii it examines the historical novel s connections
with enlightenment and romantic theories of history with the rise of literary regionalism with
the ambitions of romantic writers to revive the epic and romance with changing conceptions of
gender roles and with the authors troubled responses to the great revolutionary and
imperialistic conflicts of the modern era however though inevitably much concerned with the
theory of genre and with the specific contents of the genre of historical romance professor
dekker devotes most of his book to new readings of major texts by james fenimore cooper
nathaniel hawthorne herman melville mark twain allen tate edith wharton willa cather and
william faulkner as well as to the briton whose name was synonymous with the genre for most of
the nineteenth century sir walter scott the american historical romance is the richest most
fully meditated and most rewarding yet written by this author it is the most important book on
the relations of british and american fiction to come out for many years no devotee of the
american novel will ignore it the times literary supplement



Stealing Lord Stephen (Lost Lords, Book 3): A Regency
Historical Romance
1990-05-03

frederick the great and his court an historical romance by l muhlbach this book is a
reproduction of the original book published in 1900 and may have some imperfections such as
marks or hand written notes

The American Historical Romance
2016-02-29

excerpt from beneath the stone an historical romance and though his wife refused to be
comforted the husband privately determined to act upon a sudden inclination in a certain
direction about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated
in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works



Frederick the Great and His Court, an Historical Romance
2018-02-09

in this historical romance the desert heats up when an adventuresome englishwoman is rescued
by a dashing arabian prince abandoned in the desert julia trevelyan finds herself at the mercy
of azhar an imposing yet impossibly handsome arabian merchant determined not to be intimidated
by her rescuer or their sizzling attraction she asks for his help but prince azhar is in fact
the rightful heir to the qaryma throne returned from exile to take back his inheritance he
knows a dalliance with the enticing english adventuress is out of the question yet he can t
deny the temptation to claim both his throne and julia

Beneath the Stone, an Historical Romance (Classic Reprint)
2016-04-01

from the new york times bestselling author of mine till midnight comes a dazzling novel about
forbidden love and long denied desire the kind of passion that happens once in a lifetime
perfect for fans of sarah maclean julia quinn and eloisa james lisa kleypas is the best sarah
maclean he has tried hard to forget her kev merripen has longed for the beautiful well bred
winnifred hathaway ever since her family rescued him from the brink of death when he was just
a boy but this handsome gypsy is a man of mysterious origins and he fears that the darkness of
his past could crush delicate luminous win so kev refuses to submit to temptation and before
long win is torn from him by a devastating twist of fate can she remember the man he once was
then win returns to england only to find that kev has hardened into a man who will deny love
at all costs meantime an attractive seductive suitor has set his sights on win it s now or
never for kev to make his move but first he must confront a dangerous secret about his destiny



or risk losing the only woman he has lived for kleypas can make you laugh and cry on the same
page julia quinn the hathaways mine till midnight seduce me at sunrise tempt me at twilight
married by morning love in the afternoon praise for lisa kleypas lushly sexy and thoroughly
romantic superbly crafted characters and an intriguing plot blend together brilliantly in this
splendid romance booklist intricately and elegantly crafted intensely romantic from a not to
be missed romance author kirkus reviews witty often hilarious and delightfully passionate
library journal starred review readers are introduced to the unforgettable characters and
their original personalities through a delightful storyline peppered with sharp repartee and
steamy sensuality rt book reviews top pick an unforgettable story peopled with remarkable
characters and a depth of emotion that will leave you breathless romantic times bookreviews is
it possible to give a book 6 stars this story has all of the forbidden romance witty banter
and sigh inducing declarations of love that you deserve that s normal

The Widow and the Sheikh
2010-09-02

fighting for success in 17th century amsterdam a female artist must risk everything and make
enemies along the way clara peeters idyllic upbringing is shattered by her mother s death
leaving her with a secret horror of childbirth when her childhood love henri proposes marriage
and she refuses they are both left heartbroken though she must conceal her pain defying
convention gifted artist clara becomes a pupil to the renowned painter osias beerts but when
the highly prized patronage won from the powerful burgomeister fabritius turns to hostility
clara has to make sacrifices and risk everything to pursue her craft together with fellow
pupil nico the two find themselves surrounded by dangerous secrets and powerful enemies but in
the face of so much past pain can something as fragile as love survive



Seduce Me at Sunrise
2021-11-10

excerpt from the luck of 1825 tasmanian historical romance amongst the free immigrants
arriving in van diemen s land by the ship halycon in 1823 was a man from kent by name cripps
relying on the casual information which from time to time had reached his ears from a friend
of his an emancipated minor criminal now settled in the island he had spent his all in the
passage money out a young chap in prime health six feet high and built in symmetrical
proportion a trained farm labourer one would have thought that in this young colony with its
wide unoccupied acres there would have been a hearty welcome and an honourable position
immediately open for one such as he but it was the period of open bribery monied immigrants or
those possessing influential local friends had glorious opportunities afforded them cripps was
outside this favoured group he found the entrance even to the approach to the high authorities
locked against him the minor dignitaries likewise had no time for him the one acquaintance he
had in the island was not to be found for a ridiculously simple reason the immigrant had lost
the address and by no measure of taxing his recollection could he recall it from that source
he knew the man was up country somewhere that was all and under the circumstances a useless
all rations were supplied by the government for a short period to needy immigrants that much
assistance had he received but nothing else land application was fruitless he had no money
applications for labourer s jobs in hobart town and its immediate vicinity had been of no
avail for did not the benign government supply all the labour that was required from their
live stock of well fed prisoners about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a



blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Still Life: A 17th Century Historical Romance Novel
2015-07-08

love and survival in the shadow of waterloo wearied by his years as a british intelligence
officer simon duval resigns soon after napoleon s abdication returning to england he discovers
his cousin s widow working as a seamstress and living in reduced circumstances suzanne is done
with love so when simon proposes a marriage of companionship she accepts not expecting a true
marriage suzanne can t help but be drawn to simon until news from france shatters their
happiness napoleon has escaped and simon must once again help prevent war only this time he
does not go into danger alone he and suzanne will face deadly peril together a heart racing
regency romance for fans of mary balogh and georgette heyer

The Luck of 1825
1853

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the



preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant

Darien; Or, The Merchant Prince
2021-08-19

this book acts as a window into 18th century life in france and england and presents the
period extraordinary the witty dialogues mixed with a suspenseful story of vengeance great
characters and the ability to break the genre rules makes this work stand out heyer writes
vivid opinionated characters although she makes her side characters just as vibrant and
delightful as her central ones fortune favors justin alastair the shallow bored and infamous
duke of avon casting in his way during one night in paris the means to take revenge from his
enemy the comte de saint vire avon encounters an abused boy léon bonnard whose red hair deep
blue eyes and black eyebrows somewhat indicate him to be the child of comte but the question
about who léon really is gets answered later in this outstanding novel the duke of avon is
portrayed as an unfriendly man who has never truly cared or loved anyone or anything nor has
he ever received love

Once a Spy
2022-10-27

one of the 20 most romantic books ever according to bookbub members inspired by real events a
secretly arranged marriage establishes a dynasty after years in exile julian returns to claim
a bride he doesn t know to his delight he discovers she is everything he d hoped for unaware
they are already married deb is content with her independent life julian s challenge is to



have her accept him on his merit even though she has no choice at all the future of the roxton
dukedom depends upon it set in the opulent world of the georgian aristocracy lucinda brant
delivers another lavish 18th century experience in her trademark style heart wrenching drama
with a happily ever after character driven romantic adventure non explicit mild sensuality
story length 100 000 words not including bonus material reviews lucinda brant s sweeping
family sagas are a perfect reminder of why i fell in love with historical romance cheryl bolen
new york times bestselling author you will once again be reminded why lucinda brant s books
are such a treasure swurman night owl reviews 5 star top pick the energy starts on page one
and never lets up twists and turns dramatic revelations and some enjoyable chaos make this a
book that keeps the reader turning pages highly recommended fiona ingram readers favorite 5
star medal winner lucinda brant fully immerses the reader in the world of georgian england
keeping you turning pages or listening late into the night as the case may be for those
historical romance fans who have been gobsmacked by nicholas boulton as a narrator i am
thrilled to report that alex wyndham is every bit as good his narrative voice is deep and
lovely i unreservedly recommend that you listen to midnight marriage lady wesley romantic
historical reviews audiobook review accolades b r a g medallion honoree readers favorite
audiobook silver medal winner readers favorite international book award finalist

Napoleon's Love Story: A Historical Romance
2023-11-24

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the



public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

These Old Shades
2014-04-24

how far would you go to keep a promise in the heat of battle one man s promise to another will
be tested september 1939 as britain is gripped by the fear and uncertainty of war tom armitage
stands to gain the one thing that he never thought possible his freedom rosie elliot sees her
future crumbling to dust as will aarons leaves whitby with jimmy chappell to fight in the war
as she begins work at the turnstone convalescent home rosie finds something she thought she
had lost friendship but friendship soon turns to love can this new love replace will this is
not an ordinary love story it s a story of love loss courage and honour of promises that must
be kept or risk losing everything you ve ever held dear

Midnight Marriage
2016-08-26

when miss emma kent witnesses a depraved encounter involving the wicked duke of strathaven her
honor compels her to do the right thing but steamy desire challenges her quest for justice and



she and strathaven must work together to unravel a dangerous mystery before it s too late

GOLDEN BK OF VENICE A HISTORIC
2023-02-28

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of goethe and schiller an historical
romance by l mühlbach digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern
format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this
work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

The Promise
2015-01-15

The Duke Who Knew Too Much
2022-09-05

Goethe and Schiller
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